A 24-hour crisis team is available to respond to non-medical crisis situations for Cal Poly students, staff and faculty, according to the University Crisis Team.

The team consists of David Cain, Ph.D., clinical psychologist at the counseling center, Wayne Carmack, Cal Poly Public Safety investigator, and Jean Cirone, registered nurse. The crisis emergency service responds directly in an effort to resolve the immediate crisis and provide necessary follow-up.

"A crisis is a non-medical personal emergency which temporarily disrupts effective functioning. If you, or someone you know in the university community is experiencing extreme distress that requires immediate attention, we are here to help," said Cirone.

Cirone recalled an incident where she was called in because a staff member was upset. The person who called her didn’t know what to do, and she made the staff member feel better. Cirone comforted the person until she was calm, and she talked through the problem.

"People who are also affected by a crisis such as a death of a loved one, or are thinking of suicide are encouraged to call, too," said Cirone.

"Most of the calls we receive are from an individual who is concerned about someone," said Carmack.

All calls are confidential and dealt with in a sensitive manner, said Carmack. All three team members work closely with dorm residents at Cal Poly and advise them in case they need advice or can’t handle a situation.

The Summer Employment Program enhances career development by placing students in part-time, selected, career-related work settings. Student participation in this program includes attendance at an orientation meeting, and completion of an application, resume, and personal interview with Placement Center personnel. Special career-related skills are frequently required for Work Experience jobs with wages ranging from $4.00 to $8.00 per hour.

The Summer Employment Program encourages students to start looking NOW for work next summer. Summer job workshops are offered through the Placement Center.

For further information on these programs or schedule a club/class presentation, contact Marguerite Stafford or Jeanne Aceto (846-2560).
Mass murderer faces charges

WILKES-BARRE, Pa. (AP) — Authorities were preparing eight more murder counts against George Banks, already charged with five deaths in a weekend shooting spree that claimed 13 lives.

"It was a matter of finishing up the paperwork," Luzerne County District Attorney Robert Gillespie said.

Banks and his wife, Laura, were in jail Sunday on $1 million bail.

State police said the banks and his wife, Laura, were in jail Sunday on $1 million bail.

Banks, arrested Saturday after he told police he killed his wife and six of their seven children, was charged with five counts of murder. The seventh child was killed in a house fire.

The shootings occurred at about 3 a.m. Friday near the city of Wilkes-Barre, about 100 miles northeast of Philadelphia.

Banks, 40, told officers he killed his wife and five of their seven children in the family's apartment in the city of Wilkes-Barre. The seventh child was killed in a house fire.

Banks surrendered to police after the shootings at two different homes. Killed were five of Banks' children, four women who bore them, two other children, another woman and a bystander.

About 200 people attended a Mass for Raymond F. Hall, 24, the father of a 13-month-old daughter, who was killed down on a sidewalk as he left a party at his brother-in-law's house.

A private service was held in St. Mary's Church for Banks and his wife.

The notification to Congress, required within 48 hours of American troops arriving in a foreign country, was added, he expects the Syrians and Israelis to leave sooner than Lebanon will be ready for us to remove Lebanon even after the Syrians and Israelis have departed, the president said 'all appropriate precautions have ruled out and said 'all appropriate precautions have been taken to ensure the safety of U.S. military personnel during their temporary deployment in Lebanon.'

The notification to Congress, required within 48 hours of American troops arriving in a foreign country, was added, he expects the Syrians and Israelis to leave sooner than Lebanon will be ready for us to remove Lebanon even after the Syrians and Israelis have departed, the president said 'all appropriate precautions have ruled out and said 'all appropriate precautions have been taken to ensure the safety of U.S. military personnel during their temporary deployment in Lebanon.'
It's a plane! Air Show soars in Paso

An item in the Telegram Tribune's Sept. 25 edition declared that the Ninth Annual Paso Robles Airport Day, Air Show, and Open House would go on, rain or shine. So when morning broke in Paso Robles with the sun beaming out of the bright sky, it appeared there was no need to worry.

But, as they say in the sporting world, the weather was very definitely a factor in the outcome. The wind blew hard.

As one observer commented, "The wind even scared the Green Berets." Well, they weren't shaking in their boots but the 12th Special Forces—Green Beret paratroopers from San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego—were forced to cancel their mass jump because of violent gusts.

On the 99's side, the Green Berets aren't taking on the wind, who will? Not many. There were almost as many cancelled flights as LAX has on foggy nights.

Cancellations notwithstanding, most of the estimated 3,000 persons who attended this picnic-at-the-airport were still hanging around hangars on? well past 3:30 p.m. There was plenty to do.

If you didn't mind a few bumps and jolts, airplane rides were being offered for a $10 donation by the San Luis Obispo Chapter of 99's. No, they're not a club of Barbara Feldon lookalikes. The 99's is an organization of women with flight licenses who promote air-safety. And, of course, there is a wing of the club—the 66's for those women interested in flying.

Looking down the aircraft you could see an exhibition of dogs. Not flying dogs, but working dogs courtesy of Vandenberg Air Force Base. This canine squad can sniff bombs, narcotics, and for good measure, tear apart the messengers of the Luftwaffe. This canine squad can sniff bombs, narcotics, and for good measure, tear apart the messengers of the Luftwaffe.

Throughout the day numerous aerobatic stunts were performed. Aerobatics is also referred to as trick or daredevil flying. Crazy is another word that comes to mind.

The performing pilots seemed to have trained at the Kamikaze School of Flight Survival. Time after time, the thrill-seeking stunt-pilots, repeat performers Newt Phillips of Tehachapi and Jim Modes of Los Angeles, directed their specially-designed craft's heading into the ground, coming frighteningly close before pulling up into a loop, figure eight, or some other maneuver, leaving onlookers with the well-known heart-in-mouth syndrome.
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Rain no damper, cyclist puddles on

by Craig Stebbins
Staff Writer

Early Saturday morning while most Cal Poly students were still recovering from the previous evening, more than 300 cyclists were getting ready to challenge themselves by pedaling 100 miles in a single day. Cyclists refer to this type of long-distance riding event as a century ride.

This century ride was not a "race" in the traditional sense of the word, but like marathon running, many of the participants tried for personal records. Riders of all ages and experience levels were attracted to this ride by its scenic route up the coast.

As the morning light grew stronger and tire pressures were being checked, the rest of us looked skyward, hoping for a break in the cloud cover. The scene was the Mission Plaza and the event was the Martha Davis Memorial-Lighthouse Century sponsored by the San Luis Obispo Bicycle Club.

As 7:00 a.m. neared, more riders clustered around the starting line. A last-minute check of the bikes was made amid jokes about the weather as raindrops streaked down our faces. At 7:00 the crowd flowed out into the street. I could see most of the faster riders taking the first turn ahead of me. Unlike myself, most of them were aiming to finish in under five hours. The five-hour time separates the good riders from the "hot" ones.

After a mile, the original crowd of cyclists had transformed into a broken chain of single-file riders. The paceline is line of riders who alternate drafting behind each other. Ahead of me was too fast and the one behind too slow, so I rode alone.

A few farmhouses later, I caught up with a line of riders who took advantage of the easier riding by "drafting." This refers to riding directly behind another cyclist at the same speed, but with thirty percent less effort.

Periodically my eyes would leave the back tire in front of me and catch a glimpse of the faded hay fields that lined the road. As I pedaled down Buckley Road toward South Higuera Road, I encountered the aroma of treated or maybe untreated sewage.

After turning onto Highway 1, the bike in front of me began shooting up grit and water into my face. The taste of this mixture was not as unpleasant as the texture which annoyed my eyes, mouth, and nose. The highway also gave me no relief from the hiss of passing cars or the whirlwind of spray generated by passing trucks.

The gray skies and wet roads were the norms for the day. The first smells of the ocean greeted me as I pedaled through the bird sanctuary toward Morro Bay State Park.

Please see page 5
Men’s Wear Sale

KNIT SHIRTS
14.99-16.99

O.P. SHORTS
12.99

LEVI KNITS
12.99

JACKETS
29.99

HAUN SHIRTS
25% off

8 DIGIT

CALCULATORS
6.99

Welcome Back Poly Sale

Junior’s Sale

CONDOR PANTS
26.99

CONDOR SKIRTS
24.99

ENTIRE STOCK OF SWEATERS
20% off

3’s CO. TOPS
12.99

ORGANICALLY GROWN PANTS
21.99

Register to WIN!
(no purchase necessary)

Merchandise to be awarded to the lucky winners.

• Men’s Izod
• Men’s Dior sweater
• Men’s Pendleton
• Men’s London Fog jacket
• Men’s Body Works pants
Valued to $200

• Jr. Chic jean
• Jr. Levi jean
• 3’s Co. tops
• Pieces de Tachees blouse
• Jonathan Martin blouse
• Organically Grown sweater
• Organically Grown pants
• Oops dress
• Visions dress
Valued to $250

Registration & Sale items at Our University Square store only

RILEYS

348 Food Hill Blvd. University Square Shopping Center
Outdoors

Cyclists take rainy ride up coast, "Watch out for that..."

From page 4

The seat of my bike detected all the imperfections in the road. The choppy washboard, spaced stop signs changed my riding pace from a steady rhythm to a series of irritating stop-and-go sprints. I looked forward to the smooth and straight shoulder of Highway 1, even with its hissing automobiles constantly zooming by. At this point, the ride for myself and others was quite easy. I passed the time talking with different riders around me. One of my conversations ended abruptly when an acquaintance in front of me had a tire blowout.

The rain continued and the sea breezes grew stronger en route. The food and water stop at Cayucos was my first chance to get off the bike. After loading up on bananas, cookies, and Gatorade, I was ready to hit the road again. Standing around for fifteen minutes had made the muscles in my legs feel as though they were frozen.

The hilly section of the ride started north of Cayucos. On the first steep hill, I realized that I had not spent enough time tensioning my derailleur cables prior to the ride. Using only five gears out of twelve did not bother me until I had to stand up in the pedals on the hill before the town of Harmony. Near the last hill into Cambria, I passed a familiar face walking his bike. I stopped to talk to him and discovered he was the victim of a broken seat, and had missed the first stop.

The overcast sky, the wetness, and the drenched pastures made the scenery look like a low-contrast back and white Racing downhill out of Cambria, I caught the aroma of the ocean again. The mist from the air had condensed on my face and ran into my mouth leaving me to reach the fifty mile mark and second food stop at William R. Hearst Memorial State Beach. During the break, I spent 30 minutes stuffing my face and catching up on the latest bicycle gossip. The conversation included the critique of someone's new bike, comments about the weather, and our estimated riding times. After the last cycling stop I was back on the bike to retrace my route to San Luis Obispo.

Sperry Univac

in Salt Lake City

You like your job, huh...

Love it. I'm into some very exciting stuff... really challenging.

Doing what?

Microwave communications...

Hey... I'd kind of like that...

Get on out here then. Salt Lake City's terrific... the mountains... the air.

Does Sperry have any more jobs?

Not jobs, opportunities... at their two Divisions here.

Really?

Sure... the Communication and Terminal Products and MDT's Divisions... and with your grades, you've got a great chance.

Sperry Univac has openings for college programmers in many electrical engineering and computer programming areas including systems, design, and test. Entry level positions require BSEE/BSCS degrees and course work related to RF and microwave theory, communications and/or controls, digital/analogue design, microprocessor design, assembly level language, or operating systems.

In addition to a challenging work experience, Salt Lake City and the state of Utah offer a very competitive living style that will open up a fresh new western way of life. Couple this with an excellent benefits package including educational reimbursement, comprehensive life, medical and dental, plus retirement, stock purchase, and you have a total life opportunity almost impossible to duplicate.

If you have a unique challenge in what you're seeking, please check your placement office for the details (Sperry Univac, Salt Lake City) will be on your campus. If you are unable to attend the scheduled interviews please send your resume to the address listed below. It could be your best career move, too.

Sperry Univac

College Relations

322 North 2200 West

Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

We are an equal opportunity employer in line...
Splash!

From page 6

The coldest part of the ride was starting up again. Ting out enough heat to keep warm, despite being soaked to the bone. An occasional blast of wind reminded me of my scanty attire, a wet T-shirt and cycling shorts. During the last 50 miles, my interest in the scenery diminished. The roadside sights became secondary to watching the pavement and keeping a steady pace.

As my obsession with my riding time grew stronger, lone riders in front of me became my immediate goal. I would pedal hard and try to pass them.

A detour behind Cuesta College and down Foothill Boulevard brought me back to San Luis Obispo just six hours and 30 minutes before I had been at the Mission Plaza.

The term "century" also refers to a long period of time at the finish. I felt like I had been on that bicycle seat for a hundred years.

THE END OF CRAMMING

YOU CAN DO IT!

It gets down to what you want to do and what you have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson and you can do it—handle all the work college demands and still have time to enjoy college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed today and that's just the start. Think of the time, the freedom you'd have to do the things you want to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read for today's active world—fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically increase your reading speed and learn about advanced study techniques in that one free lesson. Make the college life the good life.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thurs.</td>
<td>10:00 am, 12:30 pm and 3:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri.</td>
<td>12:00 pm and 2:30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat.</td>
<td>12:00 pm and 2:00 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose the Day And Time Most Convenient For You.

Reservations Are Not Necessary. For Further Information 1-800-272-3585

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Outdoors

The END OF CRAMMING

You can do it!
by Phebe Fletcher
Staff Writer

The last night Pink Floyd's The Wall will play at the Fremont is Thursday.

The Wall was written by Pink Floyd member Roger Waters. The movie concerns itself with alienation and insanity (One of the themes discussed. "The realism at times turns surreal, with school children--to the sound of "We Don't Need No Education"--playing masked automation, who eventually break out and rack their school, then burn it. The school sequences add no depth to the lyrics, largely because of the cliches such as burning the school, running poplars through a larger-than-life meat grinder, or showing incidents of corporal punishment."

Two flowers, one male and one female, portray the sexual fantasy that offers Pink no relief, as they go through endless and often frightening transformations. These episodes seemed repetitious, and empty, as the viewer knows next to nothing of Pink's relationship with his wife except that it didn't save him from his emptiness. Many of the images were too caricatured to read with one's own experience."

However, the usage of Pink absorbed by the often vacuous fantasy and also by the tube, goes beyond dichot into our blindered selves. Pink's plight, trapped in an early empty emotional life, having been brought up by an early-widowed mother, comes crying, going into the private emptiness of the unsuspecting viewer's being. Perhaps it is not coincidence The Wall is playing these Wall-like first weeks of school. It's worth the trip out.

Poly Notes

A "get-acquainted" meeting of the Toastmasters is tonight at 7:30 in the Ag Building 241. The club focuses on building self-confidence, skills and speaking ability.

Harvest Art Fair

The fourth annual Harvest Art Fair sponsored by Vineyard Christian Fellowship and the Central Coast Christian Community is set for Saturday Oct. 1 in the Mission Plaza. The all-day fair offers vendors, music, arts & crafts, booths and food.

Crops Club

The Crops Club's first meeting for this year is set for 7:30 tonight at the crops building.

Wanted: Graduate Students

The ASL Graduate Studies Committee wants a graduate student to apprise a resolution on the committee. Give your input to Carl Polya's graduate studies program by applying at the ASL office, in UU 217A.

Library Tour

Library tours are available at 10 and 2 each day through October 9 at the Robert E. Kennedy Library. The tours start in the lobby area. Mu Delta Phi

A combined first meeting and barbecue is held for Public Health professions club. Guest speaker, faculty members and advisers will attend. Bring meat and a side dish to 152 Felmar Crest Pizza and Music Club is in the occupied place of the Music Club's first meeting tonight at 6:30.

ACQUIRE A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE AT LITTON DATA SYSTEMS

If you'd like to begin your engineering career with a company that looks at everything from all angles and explores even the most remote possibilities, come to Litton Data Systems.

Even since computer technology was recognized as a vital part of military operations, Litton Data Systems has been searching for new ways to meet the challenging needs of our nation's defense systems. We are dedicated to continuous research and development in the areas of command, control and communications. Our systems offer products of greater reliability, maintainability and cost efficiency.

As one of the largest divisions of Litton Industries' international family, we can get your engineering career off to a great start with opportunities in a variety of engineering disciplines. And the diversity of our programs offers continuous possibilities for challenge and advancement within the company.

Our salaries are excellent and our benefits package includes health, dental and life insurance, recreational facilities and educational reimbursement. You'll also find our Southern California location very appealing.

If this would like to be a part of a company that's never satisfied with things as they are, join Litton Data Systems and acquire our unique perspective.

Campus Interview October 11th

Forward your resume to:

Jim Robinson
Staffing & Placement
Dept. SLO
8000 Wesley Avenue
San Jose, CA 95149

Equal Opportunity Employer

by Henry Yasui

Dear Mom,

I've finally unpacked and settled into this new apartment.

Schools the same routine, I've got some new roommates this year though.

Yes, I'm done, built.

Dale - Man About Town!

Hope it's going.

Please send help,

(Your Son)

Roomers
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Forrest, 9020
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Death of a team

by Scott Swanson
Staff Writer

Once a NCAA team, then a club, water polo at Cal Poly dies of apathy

All good things must come to an end. But for Paul Cutino and the Cal Poly water polo program, the end is bitter.

For two and a half years my whole involvement was in working to save the water polo program," Cutino said. "But people don't want it. I'm really disappointed."

Cutino has been the assistant men's water polo coach during the last two seasons. He tried to get a team together this fall despite the fact that men's water polo, along with men's volleyball, lost all funding from the university athletic department last spring.

But, after he got all the fine details of developing a program for this fall worked out, Cutino came up short on one vital thing: players.

"I had 25 guys contact me the week before school started," he said. "Eleven showed up for our first meeting the first day of school. But the next weekend before school started, 'Eleven, I only had three guys who wanted to go."

In some ways it was just the ultimate collapse of something Cutino has been trying to hold together for the past two years. The Cal Poly water polo program wasn't in good shape when he got here. But Cutino thought it could be improv-
ed.

He played out his senior year for Poly in 1979, but the season wasn't much to remember.

"The program was on its way out when I got here," Cutino said. "We were 2-15 that season."

But in the spring of 1980 then-coach Jim Love got too busy to handle the water polo program alone, and athletic director Vic Buonola OK'd Cutino as an assistant coach.

He immediately put the team through a spring program of rigid swimming conditioning and drills. He also ran a program that summer for incoming freshmen and returning team members.

When the 1980 season arrived, the Cal Poly water polo team was as ready as Cutino could get it.

The Mustangs had an impressive schedule that year compared to past seasons, but they also had some good talent but no organization.

"Lots of our juniors and seniors had gone through three or four different coaches and we had a lot of talent but no organization," Cutino remembered. "We lost half our offense and some key people right at the CCAA league tournament."

Despite the fact that the Mustangs returned two Division II All-Americans from 1980, seniors Bill Cadwallader and Bernie Birnboum, the team finished tied for first place with two other teams at 3-1. But, the Mustangs won the tournament on goal average.

The team finished the 1980 season with a 1-8 mark. 1981 was the beginning of the end, though, for the water polo program.

Hafferkamp was promoted to vice president of Hind-Wells and he was experiencing pressure from his job, according to Cutino.

"Things got rough," he said. "We lost all our offense and some key people from our championship team."

The Mustangs got off to a slow start that season, but Hafferkamp managed to improve the team to the extent that they won their first Division II championship ever.

"It was our best year ever," Cutino remembered. "Lots of our juniors and seniors had gone through three or four different coaches and we had a lot of talent but no organization."

"But Russ had everybody motivated and it was a miracle the way we peaked right at the CCAA league tournament. I've never seen anything like it," he added.

Poly went into the tournament picked to finish fourth. Instead the team knocked off Riverside, the favorite, and tied for first place with two other teams at 3-1. But, the Mustangs won the tournament on goal average.

Hafferkamp was getting a job with Hind-Wells importing goods. I had a talk with him about the possibility of coaching the team."

The team started practicing with Love as coach. Hafferkamp, a former member of the U.S. national water polo team who had coached three years at U.C. San Diego, watched.

Two days after practice began, Love surprised everyone by resigning in favor of Hafferkamp.

"The Mustangs got off to a slow start that season, but Hafferkamp managed to improve the team to the extent that they won their first Division II championship ever."

"It was our best year ever," Cutino remembered. "Lots of our juniors and seniors had gone through three or four different coaches and we had a lot of talent but no organization."

"But Russ had everybody motivated and it was a miracle the way we peaked right at the CCAA league tournament. I've never seen anything like it," he added.

Poly went into the tournament picked to finish fourth. Instead the team knocked off Riverside, the favorite, and tied for first place with two other teams at 3-1. But, the Mustangs won the tour-

Please see page 11
The Mustangs, fresh off an emotional 1-1 tie at Cal State Los Angeles, couldn't put things together even though they started off well. Alex Cheoster scored his second goal in as many games to give Poly the lead early.

The shot, set up by a "bicycle kick" from Curtis Agony, was described as "picture perfect" by Mott. But not only that, but it was first time this year the Mustangs have scored first in a game.

It didn't matter to the Gauchos, though, because they scored last and that was all that mattered.

Their first goal was made after Mustang defender Jeff "I.L." to his teammate Le Gate was called for a hand tackle. Gauchos specialist Price got a direct free kick and tied the game up with a "knuckle ball" into the net. The movement that Price put on the ball would have made pitcher Phil Nastro proud, according to Mott.

"Randy (Smith, the Poly goalkeeper) said the ball must have changed direction four times," he said.

With ten minutes left, the Mustang defense suffered a mental lapse and the Gauchos scored the winning goal. "Whenever your defense plays well for a long period of time you have a tendency to lose your concentration and that's what happened to Randy," Mott said.

What happened to Poly was its fourth loss in six tries.

Mott said the loss wouldn't affect the team, when it plays Cal State Northridge on Saturday. "We'll be fired up for Northridge because it's a league game and we'll be rented. They blew us out last year (the Matadors won 5-0) but we'll make up for that big deficit this year," Mott said.

The match against Northridge is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at Mustang Stadium. The Mustangs are in first place in the CCAA race, a game ahead of Cal. State, so every league game from here on is important. Asked what kind of match fans can expect on Saturday, Mott replied, "I think it'll be a high scoring game."
Coach knew water polo was on the outs from beginning

From page 9
The situation was further complicated when Athletic Director Dick Haston, with recommendations from the Athletic Advisory Committee, decided to cut Men's and women's volleyball and water polo from the athletic budget.

Cutino still wasn't giving up. He set the team up as a NCAA non-funded club and the ASI endorsed it.

"This was going to be our sacrifice year," Cutino said. "We would organize the club and build funds. I rented Sinsheimer pool and took care of insurance.

"We were going to charge each person $30 to cover the insurance, pool rental, and fee for our first tournament. All the athletic department had to do was verify our eligibility to play.

Cutino advertised on the TAP to cut Men's volleyball and our sacrifices year," Cutino had to do was verify our eligibility to play. We would organize the club and build funds. I rented Sinsheimer pool and took care of insurance.

"We were going to charge each person $30 to cover the insurance, pool rental, and fee for our first tournament. All the athletic department had to do was verify our eligibility to play.

Cutino advertised on the TAP to cut Men's volleyball and our sacrifices year," Cutino had to do was verify our eligibility to play. We would organize the club and build funds. I rented Sinsheimer pool and took care of insurance.

"It's time to get out," he said. "I sacrificed almost two and a half years and it really hurts to have this happen with guys I've helped get into school.

"I've always thought Cal Poly had a chance. It ought to be academics first, but we ought to be able to field a superior team. Look at the women's soccer team that knocked off UCLA, the number three team in the nation, and look at our swim team. Nobody knows about them, but they're number one in the nation," he said.

Cutino listed a number of factors he thinks contributed to the ultimate failure of the water polo program.

"The administration didn't support it and we got cut," he said. He also attributes a lot of the failure to the team itself. "Our sport is a lot different. I helped start the water polo club and they're one of the best club sports around.

"But the men's water polo program has always had everything handed to it on a silver platter, and now we're apathetic. Another thing is I couldn't overcome the teamATES image I have. You need to be a father-type to coach water polo.

"So is the program through for good? Cutino couldn't say. "I'm just really disappointed. Maybe everybody needs a break. Maybe there's hope that someone else will put in the effort and get the thing going again."

Give every NEWBORN the advantage
March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation

BLUE DOVE BEAUTY SALON
PROFESSIONAL STYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The professionals who love to cut your hair!
Perms
$34.00 and up
774 Palm St. 544-1213
(Across from the Mission) SLO
Open Monday-Sunday

COPIES
Coastal Xerographic Service has opened a "self service" counter at 1149 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo
543-7735
M-F 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Xerox Copiers
Courtsey Personnel to Assist You!

 Classified
Last Bell, 25 a pearl in a gold mount. Somewhere-on-campus. Please call. I just bought it to Michelle 541-2412

Sports

BASMITTED ANYWHERE
LEFTS PLAYING! BASS BASS BASS
XCLAL 543-8649

Box till you drop! Rock 'n Roll with the Unhappiest Thrux Marshall! Night time at Dark Room
8-23 9-24

For Sale: Kawasaki Jet Ski: ext 150 or best offer 543-6549 extra.

White Kannoya Watch $140. Kenmore Electric Dryer, nice Heavy-duty, 515, 541-4926

1981 YAMAHA VIRAGO 750
2000 mi. Perfect $2717 or Best Offer 546-3216 8-30

CALCULATORS: HP 34C ext 900, SHARP EL-501
905 Call 438-4107 after 8:30 p.m.

1999 VW Bug rustproof, new interior, $1000 or best offer, after 6 544-2202

COLLEGE STUDENTS SPECIAL:
MALAYS LAURIER POLO SHIRTS
SOLIDS AND STRIPES AT THE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE OF
$21.98 PHONE 544-5791

"Make Breit not MX or Tailly" Spring Loaded Lift, 260 lbs. Cylinder Push $300 541-2799 or Beat Offer

Surplus jeep, cars and trucks available. Mail or call for $200. Call 312-742-1143 Ext. 4350 for info on how to purchase

Landscaping Material
Assistance with times, Fleshes
Some "Mr. Right" Rates
Landscaping & Exterior Experience Hookup 544-1318

Radiology Technologist, Weekends, on call for 10
4-30 mons, evenings. Contact Jim Hoffman, Student Health Center, 206, ext 30

Landscape Material
Assistance with times, Fleshes
Some "Mr. Right" Rates
Landscaping & Exterior Experience Hookup 544-1318

Radiology Technologist, Weekends, on call for 10
4-30 mons, evenings. Contact Jim Hoffman, Student Health Center, 206, ext 30

Landscape Material
Assistance with times, Fleshes
Some "Mr. Right" Rates
Landscaping & Exterior Experience Hookup 544-1318

Radiology Technologist, Weekends, on call for 10
4-30 mons, evenings. Contact Jim Hoffman, Student Health Center, 206, ext 30

Call Mike or Chris. 541-4803

Contact Jim Hoffman, Student Health Center, 206, ext 30

Call Mike or Chris. 541-4803

Call Mike or Chris. 541-4803

AMBER NOTTE: Pismo Beach Studio- available: $125.00. Call 541-4815 before 7 p.m.

Rent-A-Room! $90 MD show kitchen, bath, electric. Left Brear & Cherry: 541-2796

Roommate needed 1 mile from Poly. Roommates wanted with Cal Poly timeshare. Call 528-2205 ask for Mary. 1909 VW Bug w/sunroof, new tires, $600. 544-4207

$21.95 PHONE 544-5791

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE OF

COLES STUDENTS SPECIAL
MALAYS LAURIER POLO SHIRTS
SOLIDS AND STRIPES AT THE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE OF
$21.98 PHONE 544-5791

"Make Breit not MX or Tailly" Spring Loaded Lift, 260 lbs. Cylinder Push $300 541-2799 or Beat Offer

Surplus jeep, cars and trucks available. Mail or call for $200. Call 312-742-1143 Ext. 4350 for info on how to purchase

NATIONAL BOOKSTORE

Getting Lost in the Shuffle?
Stay on Top! Advertise in the CLASSIFIED SECTION of the MUSTANG Daily. Come to our office (GA 227) and have your copy and a check or look for our drop box boxes at the IU Information Desk
Brainstorm

Congress recently revealed in another one of its brainstorm, this one at the expense of thousand of male college students.

The new federal policy, which goes into effect July 1, 1983, will restrict young men between the ages of 18 and 20 from receiving any federal financial aid unless they have registered for the draft.

This latent federal policy is absurd. It is possible to disagree with a practice of government while still accepting that government’s help. In this case, while a male student may disagree with the draft registration, this in no way should limit his education.

By refusing to financially assist a needy student, the government is ripping themselves off of one more educated student who could easily offer something more to the nation than an act of violence.

It’s fine that leaders of the nation are showing support for draft registration, but they have no right to attach strings to financial aid in order to force students to do what they want.

This federal restriction on college students is also an invasion of privacy. Although many universities around the country are government owned and operated, this does not give Congress the right to force political practices on education.

Past violating a student’s privacy, this act of Congress could also be conceived as a violation of the system of justice. By refusing financial aid to students who are found not registered, the bill is assuming that those students are guilty. This does not coincide with the basis of the justice system in which “a person is innocent until proven guilty. Those students discovered as not registered could later be taken to court and found innocent on the basis of their religion or health, for example.

By passing this bill, Congress is taking part of its workload and dumping it on the shoulders of college financial administrators throughout the country. The Department of Education has enough headaches of its own with financial aid, enrollment, etc. without taking on a government headache. The new federal policy will just create more work for the already overloaded financial aid staff at Cal Poly as well as other campuses. Not only will there be a backwash of paperwork, but the insufficiently small staff must play the “bad guy” role of the government.

Congress must be able to come up with better ways to crackdown on evaders of the draft registration without handing the burden over to financial aid offices throughout the country.